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Thank you for purchasing SwellPro Fisherman FD1 .We have designed and manufactured the FD1 

specially developed for marine fishing enthusiasts. FD1 continues the excellent waterproof 

feature of Swellpro. The design focuses on simplifying than complex ,  with new feature of 

super payload capacities, superior flight performance, easy to maintenance. come with higher 

competitive performance. FD1 is a kind of fishing drone which widespread using in bait release 

that Swellpro offering to the majority of fishing enthusiasts. (FD1 is a great all-weather eagle 

training drone as well) 

 

Reading Notes:                                                                     

To watch the Tutorial videos or download the related software, please visit the official website of 

Swellpro www.swellpro.cn or follow Swellpro WeChat official account.  
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[01] Waterproof membrane protective cover 

[02] GPS top cover fixing bolt 

[03] Quick release carbon fiber propellers  

[04] Waterproof brushless motor 

[05] Flight Indication Lights  

[06] Antenna 

[07] Rubber Damper Ball  

[08] Landing gear 

[09] GPS top cover 

[10] Drone indicator lights are visible through the top cover 

[11] Nose direction markers 

[12] Power Switch 

[13] Airdrop release dispenser PL1-F 

 

 
 

 

Remote Controller Components 
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[01] Remote Antenna 

For drone control signal 2.4GHz  

[02] Airdrop switch  

Opens and closes the airdrop release dispenser 

[03] Throttle rudder fine adjustment switch 

Adjust the release volume of throttle rudder  

[04] Left joystick 

Controls the drone’s ascent (up), descent (down) and/or to rotate the aircraft nose left or right 

(Yaw). 

[05] Rotation Rudder fine adjustment switch 

Adjust the degree volume of the drone nose rotation rudder 

[06] FPV screen 

Real-time display the data of flight 

[07] FPV screen next page switch 

[08] Code switch 

Press and hold the button to turn on code 

[09] Power button 

Push the button to the top to power on the controller 

[10] FPV screen previous page switch 

[11] Left and right flying stick fine adjustment swift 

Adjust the release volume of throttle rudder for the left and right flying  

[12] Right joystick 

Controls the drone direction of flight (left , right ,forward, backward) 

[13] Front and backward flying rudder fine adjustment switch 

Adjust the release volume of throttle rudder for the front and backward flying 

[14] Flight mode swift 

GPS/headless flight /ATTI 

[15] Return home switch 

Commands the drone to return home automatically 

[16] Handle 

 

 

 

Throttle switching method: 
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1. Hold and keep the left and right joysticks [04][12] to the lower left corner and turn on the 

power to enter the setting page. 

2. Use [07][10] to select the "Def sticks mode" option, push the [05] swift to the left to enter the 

options, and use the [07][10] swift to select Mode3 (default is Mode2 left-hand throttle, Mode3 

is right-hand throttle) 

3.After selecting, push the [11] swift to the right until the setting is complete and rereturn to the 

previous menu to complete the setting, turn off the remote controller, restart the controller to 

take the setting effect. 

 

Remote Controller Screen interface 

  

[01] Vertical height 

[02] Horizontal distance from the take-off point 

[03] Ascent/Descent Speed 

[04] Horizontal flight speed 

[05] GPS Satellite accuracy 

[06] Drone battery level   

[07] Flight Mode 

(G:GPS/H:headless flight/A:ATTI) 

[08] Signal strength of Remote control  

[09] Remote control battery level  

 

[10] Pitch angle 

[11] Yaw angle 

[12] Latitude 

[13] Longitude 

[14] Flight time 

[15] Roll angle 

 

[16] the release volume of throttle rudder for the left and right flying 

[17] the release volume of throttle rudder for the front and backward flying 
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[18] The release volume of the throttle rudder  

[19] The degree volume of the drone nose rotation rudder 

 

[20] Version of the remote control software 

[21] Version of the remote control hardware  

Drone status indicator Light  

The drone body contains a nose red indicator light and a Green GPS signal status indicator light. 

Their location is shown in the picture below. 

 

nose red light   Green GPS signal light 

 

The red light indicates the direction of the nose of the drone and prompts the drone to have low 

voltage. The green indicator light indicates the GPS search situation and the calibration process 

prompt. Please refer to the following table for the different messages. 

 

Drone Status Indicators 

GPS Status                                                                      

   Solid Green on        Good GPS signal 

    Green Fast Flashing     Poor GPS signal                            

 

Low battery warnings                                                                 

     Two Red Flashes      First level low battery warning, for safety, land as soon as possible.  

    Red Fast Flashing    Second level low battery warning, the drone will start its auto landing sequence.  

  

Calibration Status                                                                   

 Alternating Red and Green slow flashing    Compass error needs to be calibrated 

 Green Fast Flashing          Compass calibration enters horizontal rotation 

 Green slow Flashing   The compass is calibrated into the nose vertical rotation. 

 Alternating Red and Green slow flashing  Gyro error needs to be calibrated 

 Alternating Red and Green slow flashing  IMU error needs to be calibrated 

 Red and Green alternate slow flashing    Initialization process 

The flashing mode of all calibration prompts is the same. For specific calibration, please refer 

to the display prompts on the remote control screen. 

Propellers 
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The FD1 drone has two pairs of propellers - two clockwise propellers and two counter-clockwise 

propellers. The hub of each motor shows the type of propeller used for that motor. Propellers 

cannot be attached to the wrong motor by accident. 

 

  

 Always place one hand under the motor to support it when installing or removing propellers. 

Failure to provide this support could result in bending or breaking the landing gear. 

 

Attaching and Removing Propellers: 

1. Check that the propeller rotation (CW or CCW) matches the motor hub. 

2. Grasp the motor housing with one hand and hold the arm of the aircraft upward; grasp the 

carbon fiber propeller with the other hand and install in the slot correctly. 

3. Press down firmly and rotate it so that the carbon fiber propeller is installed in place (the lock 

mark on the blade is aligned with the dot on the propeller seat), and then slightly force the 

propeller up.Pull up a little so that the paddle cannot turn left and right. 

4. To remove propellers, press down firmly and rotate in the opposite direction to unlock it from 

the hub. 

 

 

 

 The blades are sharp, please be careful to avoid personal injury. 

 Prior to each flight, please check that the propellers are smooth all over and are correctly  

installed and securely fastened. 

 Spin each propeller by hand to check that the motors are free of sand or salt and spin 

freely.If there are impurities in the motor, be sure to clean it up before starting the motor. 

 

 

 

 

 

Batteries                                                                    
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Drone Battery Installation  

1. Fold the battery charging cable and power cable to the side and press it with your thumb. 

2. 2. Tilt the battery and insert into the slot from the rear of the drone to the drone nose 

direction, tighten the rolled strip. Insert the power plug to complete the battery installation. 

 

 

Power Switch 

A power switch is located underneath the drone. when you connect the battery, press and hold 

the power swift for 3 seconds to power on the drone, and press and hold again for 3 seconds to 

power off. (*after flying, please be sure to disconnect the battery, Do not store the drone with 

the battery connected as this can cause permanent damage to the battery.) 

 

Drone low battery warning                                                            

There are two low battery warning levels: 

Level 1 low battery warning:  

when the drone battery level reached at 14.6V, the remote control screen will shows the low 

voltage icon slowly flash, At the same time alternating nose red indicator light flashing twice at an 

interval. Now,land the drone as soon as possible. 

Level 2 low battery warning:  

when the drone battery level reached at 14.2V, and the remote control screen will shows the low 

voltage icon slowly flash. After 10 seconds, the drone will automatically landing to protect the 

drone and battery. At this time, alternating nose red indicator light fast flashing. (If you want to 

land the drone manually,Please switch to ATTI mode to take over the drone control again) 

 

Level 1 warning: pop-up icon, slow flashing prompt (interval 3 seconds) 
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Level 2 warning: pop-up icon, fast flashing prompt (interval 1 seconds) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 During the flight , it is important to continuously monitor the battery voltage,since the flight 

conditions such as strong windy, heavy load or fast maneuvering will be more severe and drain 

the battery faster. 

 It is very dangerous to continue to fly the drone when in low battery condition, which may 

cause battery damage and the risk of crash. 

 

Low temperature precautions ：  

1.In low temperature environments (-10C degrees to 5C degrees) , flight time will be  

reduced. Ensure batteries are fully charged and kept warm for the batteries before use. 

2. Also be aware that the low battery warnings will provide less warning time, so land the  

drone as soon as the first battery warning appears. 

 

Flight Modes                                                                

The GPS satellite positioning  accuracy of the drone is displayed as 0-10 on the remote 

controller. 10 is the highest accuracy. It is recommended to take off at least 5 ,the accuracy is 

within 1 meter if 10. 9=1.1 meters; 8=1.2 meters, 7=1.3 meters, 6=1.4 meters, 5=1.5 meters. 

GPS mode :  

This mode uses the GPS module to achieve accurate and stabilized hovering,  

braking, intelligent flight, intelligent return and other intelligent flight mode  

functions. In this mode, maximum flight speed is 10m/s, maximum ascend speed is 4m/s, and 

maximum descend speed is 3m/s. 

Headless flight mode: 

No matter what direction of the current drone is located in, as long as the joystick is pulled down, 

the drone will keep the current condition and fly straight towards to return home. 

ATTI mode: 

This is a more advanced flight mode which does not provide positioning function, but provides 

fixed altitude, maintains altitude stabilization, the maximum flight speed up to 18m/s, if the GPS 

satellite signal is good, return home is available. 

 In both ATTI and GPS mode, it is recommended to wait for at least 5 GPS satellites before  

take-off to ensure that the home point is correctly registered for the return home function to 

operate. 

Attention to the user: the speed is more faster when flying in the attitude(ATTI) mode. when 

flying in a windless environment, we recommend the reserve at least 30 meters for the braking 

distance to ensure flight safety. 

 

Return home                                                                    

Flare maneuver                             Description                            

 

If the drone’s height > 20 Meters and distance from Home  

Point > 15 Meters, the drone will maintain its altitude and return 

to its Home Point.  
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If the drone’s height < 20 Meters and distance from Home 

Point > 15metres, the drone will climb to 20 Meters and then 

return to its Home Point.  

 

If the GPS signal is poor (GPS signal shows 0), the Return Home function will not available. 

During the return home process, when you operate the joystick, the drone suspends the 

returning action. When you stop operating the joystick, the drone continues to execute the 

return home action. 

 

Preparing for Flight                                                                   

The drone relies on very sensitive sensors to control flight positioning and stability. the brand 

new drone only need to calibrate the compass.  

 you need to calibrate the drone before any flight If you want to fly on a boat or the other 

platform. 

 

Gyroscope Calibration          

The gyroscope can keep the drone fly stabilize. If the gyroscope is not well calibrated,the drone 

will cause tilt to one side when taking off, the flight angle will increase,and eventually get out of 

control. (Note: When the drone lands on the water, it is normal to intermittently see the "Gyro 

Calibration" message - this is due to the motion of the water and does not indicate that 

calibration is required.) 

 

Gyroscope calibration is necessary if: 

1. Operate the throttle stick alone in a windless environment or ATTI mode. When the drone rises 

vertically and the tilt angle is big. 

2.When in GPS flight mode and using only the THROTTLE joystick, the drone drifts at an angle. 

3. The drone has been hit or violently shaken. 

4. If the remote control prompts "WARNING Gyroscope error Calibrate Gyroscope", it needs to be 

calibrated. 

5. When hovering in GPS mode, the aircraft jitters at the hovering point. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gyroscope Calibration Process                                                        

Remote control                              Description                             
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1. Place the drone on a horizontal surface. Power on the remote 

controller then the drone. wait until the drone self-inspection 

complete and exit its self-inspection . 

2. Pull the left-hand throttle stick vertically to the lowest position 

and then fast flick the right joystick left and right continuously until 

the front and rear indicator light flash alternately or “WARNING 

Aircraft Initializing, Please Wait" appears on the FPV screen. The 

drone will now perform Gyroscope Calibration Process 

3. Do not move or disturb the drone during this process. Within 20 

seconds,the nose and rear indicator lights exit its flashes alternately, 

the nose red light fast flashing , and the rear signal light solid Green, 

or"WARNING Aircraft Initializing, Please Wait" disappears on the 

screen, Which means the calibration process is complete,restart the 

drone.   

  

If the calibration fails, “WARNING Aircraft Initializing, Please Wait” will not disappear, please 

try the process again. 

 

Compass Calibration                                                                

Why do you need to calibrate the compass?  

 

Compass calibration is generally called geomagnetic calibration, the main function is to eliminate 

the interference of external magnetic field on geomagnetism. The geomagnetic compass is a 

direction sensor of measuring navigation. The direction is one of the three-dimensional angles of 

the aircraft's attitude and a very important state quantity in the integrated navigation system. the 

compass is susceptible to interference from the other electronic devices, magnetic fields, etc., 

resulting in abnormal flight data.If the compass calibration is not performed after being 

interference, the drone will drift, lose direction, and even lead to flight accidents. 

 

 

When do you need to calibrate the compass? 

1. Drone is brand new  

2. After repaired. 

3. The flight location is more than 100km from the last flight. 

4. The drone is subject to strong magnetic interference. 

5. The drone has been hit or violently shaken. 

6. When hovering in GPS mode, the aircraft shakes or drifts greatly. 

7. "WARNING Compass error Calibrate Compass" appear on the FPV screen 

 

 

 

 

 

Compass Calibration                                                                 
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Remote control                               Description                             

 

1. Place the drone horizontally, power on the remote controller and 

the drone, wait until the drone self-inspection complete. rapidly 

switch the Flight Mode switch backwards and forwards between the 

three modes until the rear indicator lights fast flashes or “Compass 

Calibration Rotate The Aircraft Horizontally", appears on the FPV 

screen. The drone will now perform Compass calibration Process. 

 

2. Hold the drone horizontally and , rotate the drone clockwise for 

about 2 to 3 times until until the rear indicator lights slow flash, or 

"Compass Calibration Rotate The Aircraft Vertically"appears on the 

FPV screen. now you can enter the process of drone nose vertically 

downward calibration. 

 

3. Hold the drone nose vertically downward, rotate clockwise about 

2 to 3 times until"WARNING Aircraft Initializing, Please Wait" 

appears on the FPV screen. Place the drone on a horizontally 

surface for 30 seconds until "WARNING Aircraft Initializing, Please 

Wait" disappears on the FPV screen to finish the calibration. Restart 

the drone. 

 

Compass Calibration is performed with the drone outdoors and away from any sources of 

strong magnetic fields, large pieces of metal, radio poles or mobile phones, etc.  

 When compass calibration , mount the gimbal camera does not recommend , you can install 

the gimbal camera after the calibration completed.  

 

IMU Calibration                                                        

IMU provides the raw data of the drone's attitude in space. Generally, gyroscope sensors, 

acceleration sensors and electronic compasses provide 9DOF data of the drone. IMU does not 

affect the flight, but if the drone’s response feels skewed,the IMU may need re-calibration. 

 

There are two methods to check the problems of IMU: 

1. Place the drone on a horizontal surface and check the P and R values on the OSD screen. The P 

and R values should preferably be +/- 1. 

2. Check the flight attitude of the drone 

 

When do you need to do the IMU calibration ? 

1. The drone cannot start the motors after completing the compass calibration. 

2. When hovering in GPS mode, the aircraft will shake or drift at angle. 

3.  The drone has been hit or violently shaken. 

4. "WARNING IMU error-Calibrate IMU" appear on the FPV screen  

 

Cautions 
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 Gyroscope calibration on a boat or other unstable platform will not succeed. please do it 

before boarding . 

When the drone falls on the water, it is normal of occasionally displays the IMU calibration. 

 IMU Calibration in a horizontal environment and do not move or disturb the drone during 

this process. 

 

IMU Calibration 

Remote control                              Description                             

 

 

 

 

  

1.Place the drone on a horizontal surface. Power on the remote 

controller then the drone. wait until the drone self-inspection 

complete and exit its self-inspection . 

2.Pull the left-hand throttle stick vertically to the highest position 

and then fast flick the right joystick left and right continuously until 

the front and rear indicator light flash alternately or “WARNING 

Aircraft Initializing, Please Wait" appears on the FPV screen. The 

drone will now perform Gyroscope Calibration Process. 

3.Do not move or disturb the drone during this process. Within 20 

seconds,the nose and rear indicator lights exit its flashes alternately, 

the nose red light fast flashing , and the rear signal light solid Green, 

or"WARNING Aircraft Initializing, Please Wait" disappears on the 

screen, Which means the calibration process is complete,restart the 

drone.   

  

If the calibration fails, “WARNING Aircraft Initializing, Please Wait” will not disappear, please 

try the process again. 

 

Remote Controller                                                           

 

The remote controller of the fishing drone works in the band 2.4GHz frequency , and the FPV 

screen can display the  real-time date of flight .  

 

The installation of the Remote control battery  

 

The remote controller battery is behind the hatch. Press the hatch slightly and slide it open. 

Install 4pcs AAA batteries in the correct direction. 
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Power on and off  

 

 

Power on: push the button up  

Shut down: push the button down 

Dropping switch  

 

 

OFF: Turn off delivery 

Airdrop: delivery 

Return home  

 

 

Normal: Turn off the return home function 

Return-Home: Turn on the one-key return 

home function 

Flight mode  

 

G:  GPS flight mode 

H:  headless flight mode 

A:  attitude flight mode 

Remote control code  

 

Long press the code matching switch to turn on 

the drone, and then long press the code 

matching switch on the remote control to turn 

it on to complete the code matching. 

 

Drone control 

The remote controller defaults to the left-hand throttle. If you want to switch to the 

right-hand throttle, please refer to P8 of this manual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left hand throttle- (American/European configuration) (Model 2) 
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Right hand throttle (Model 3) 

 

 

Remote controller low battery alarm 

There are two low battery warning levels: 

Level 1 low battery warning:  

when the Remote controller screen slowly flash the low voltage icon ,land the drone as soon as 

possible and replace the battery. 

Level 2 low battery warning:  

when the Remote controller screen fast flash the low voltage icon,the power of the remote 

controller is about to run out. land the drone and replace the battery. 

  

Level 1 warning: pop-up icon, slow flashing prompt (interval 3 seconds) 

 

Level 2 warning: pop-up icon, fast flashing prompt (interval 1 seconds) 
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Flight 

If this is your first time flying FD1, please read this manual thoroughly and watch the instructional 

videos on our official YouTube channel to familiar with the product .to calibrate the drone 

without propeller installed , restart the drone and the remote controller, Simulated flight 

operations. We recommend taking professional training and guidance. When flying, select an 

open area which appropriate to your skills.  

It is advisable for all drone pilots to become familiar with flying in ATTI mode in case of GPS or 

magnetic interference which can interfere with drone controls. 

 

The impact of the Flight environmental  

1. Although the FD1 is waterproof, please do not fly in particularly bad weather, such as 

extremely strong windy (wind speed above level 8), dense fog, etc. 

2. Choose an open place without tall buildings or water as the flying field. Buildings that use a lot 

of steel bars will affect the index. 

The compass works, and it will block the GPS signal, resulting in poor positioning effect of the 

aircraft or even unable to locate. 

3. When flying, please try to keep control in sight and keep away from obstacles and crowds, 

especially novices. 

4. Do not fly in areas with high-voltage lines, communication base stations or transmission towers 

to avoid interference with the remote control communication signal. 

5. When flying at an altitude of 4000 meters or more, the performance of the aircraft battery and 

power system will decrease due to environmental factors, and the flight performance will be 

reduced. 

Affected, please fly with caution. 

6. When flying in a particularly low-temperature environment, please pay special attention to 

keeping the aircraft battery warm. When flying in a low-temperature environment, special 

attention must be paid. 

Pay attention to the remaining battery power. Before flying at a long distance, please fly at a 

short distance and at a low altitude first, and grasp the status of the aircraft in this environment. 

7. When working in boat mode, pay special attention to prevent foreign objects from getting 

entangled in the landing gear or pod of the aircraft. 

 

Starting / Stopping the Motors 

Precautions Before Unlocking the Motors: 

Place the drone in an open area at least 3 meters away from you and others. 

After the aircraft is powered on, the system will self-inspection. After the self-inspection is 

completed, you can hear a sound "DI". 

Beginner is recommended to unlock and take off in GPS mode. 
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Unlock (start) the motors 

Remote control                                        Description    

 

Pull both the left and right joysticks 

simultaneously down and inwards and 

maintain this position for 3 seconds. The 

motors will now be unlocked, and will start 

rotating. 

 

Locking (stopping) the motors 

Remote control                                        Description    

  

when the drone lands smoothly on the 

ground or on the water, pull the throttle 

joystick to the lowest position and hold for 3 

seconds, motors will stop. (recommend) 

 

when the drone lands smoothly on the 

ground or on the water,pull the throttle 

joystick to the lowest position and hold for 1 

seconds, then pull both the left and the right 

joysticks downwards and outwards to stop 

the motors.  

 

Basic flight steps 

1. Install the battery and propeller correctly, and lock cover of the battery. 

2. Turn on the remote controller, and then turn on the drone. 

3. Place the drone on a flat and open ground or on the water. 

4. Confirm that the flight control OSD data display is normal, the drone battery power is> 16V; 

the remote controller battery power is> 7.2V; the satellite signal is> 5 

5. For safety, it is recommended to stand at least 3 meters away from the windy and the drone. 

6. Beginner is recommended to take off in GPS mode. 

7. Slowly push the throttle up to the drone take off smoothly. When the drone is up to 1.5 meters 

high, release the throttle and let the drone hover for a while.After checking the drone is in a 

stable condition, the flight operation can be continued. 

8. When you need to descend, slowly pull down the throttle to make the drone descend slowly to 

a flat ground or to the water. 

9. After landing, pull the throttle stick to the lowest position and hold for 5 seconds,The motor 

will stop. 

Take off and landing on the water 

1. When taking off on the water, please ascend the drone as soon as possible to avoid being 

affected by the waves. 

2. When landing on water, please descend the drone vertically. If it descends at a horizontal 

speed, the drone may turn over. If the drone flips,The flight controller will stop the motor. 

If the drone is turned over, do not stay on the water for too long. Use the flip switch to turn the 

drone over as quickly as possible to avoid water ingress. 
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Power flip 

If you accidentally turn the craft over on the water, the craft will not be able to fly.At this point, 

you can use the power flip function. 

 

Unlock motor flip fishing machine joystick operation 

 

When the aircraft is facing down, use the hit lever action to unlock the motor and hold it there 

until the drone flips over. When the drone flips over 

After the motor stopped running;At this point you can re-unlock the take-off and complete the 

surface flip. 

 

Take off and lading on boats 

Sufficient space is required to take off on board. If the requirements are not met, it is 

recommended to take off on the water surface. Similarly, landing on water is better than boating 

Landing and landing are safer. If the ship shakes severely, FD1 may not be able to start the motor 

in GPS mode. In this case, it is recommended to 

Take off in ATTI mode and switch to GPS mode. It is recommended to take off with a tailwind, so 

that the aircraft can take off with the direction of the ship. when 

When landing on a boat, try to land against the wind as much as possible. 

Please pay attention to the relative wind direction of the ship, even if it is anchored, there may be 

head wind. 

For safety reasons, it is not recommended to pick up the aircraft by hand. 
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Specification: 

Aircraft 

Waterproof Level: can floating on water(Short-term immersion depth can reach 600mm) 

Drone Weight：2120g (include battery) 

Axis Diameter: 450mm 

Max Ascend Speed:4m/s 

Max Descend Speed: 4m/s 

Max Flight Speed: 20m/s 

Max Flight altitude: 250m (GPS) / 1.6km (ATTI) 

Max Wind Speed Resistance: 1. Normal wind speed = 8m/s (11-16knots) (F4) 

2. Gust = 14m/s (F7) Peak 

Hovering Precision: ±0.5m 

Max Flight Time (per charge): 39 minutes (hovering without load) 

Max flight distance: 1.3km 

Max take-off weight: 3.7kg 

Max Payload Capacity:1.5kg 

Satellite positioning: GPS/GLONASS dual module 

Flight control: Swellpro S4 
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Motor: #3510/620kv 

ESC: 40A(32-bit reflux energy saving) 

Propellers: #1242 carbon fiber quick-fit propellers 

Working temperature: -10℃ ~ 40℃ 

Battery: 4S 16.8V 6500mAh LiPO 

Battery weight: 640g 

Charging time: 90mins 

 

Remote controller: 

Weight: 378g( not include battery) 

Dimension: 174*89*190mm 

Frequency: 2405-2475HMZ 

Bandwidth: 500KHZ 

US-ascii: GFSK 

Distance: 1.3km(No interference, open area) 

Receiving sensitivity: -105dbm 

Output power: less than 20 dbm 

Channel: 6 

Battery: 6V(1.5V AA*4) 
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Warranty and after-sales service 

Please visit Swellpro website (www.swellpro.cn) to find the "After-sales Service Policy" and 

submit a service request when needed. 

 

Optional parts: 

PL1-F 

Integrated design of the waterproof release device, the maximum loading weight support 2KG 

(including the weight of accessories 

), the fishing machine is matched with the PL1-F launching device, which can achieve 

long-distance throwing of bait. 

 

PL2-F 

Integrated design of a waterproof release device with FPV lens, the lens angle can be adjusted 

manually 

range 0-120 degrees, maximum loading weight 2KG (including accessory weight), fishing machine 

With the PL2-F release device, it can achieve remote bait throwing, and the FPV image system is 

convenient to 

find a suitable bait position in the air. 

 

TrollSafe 

Emergency automatic release device with adjustable tension, used with fishing machine, directly 

installed 

At the bottom of the drone, the automatically released tension is 500~800g, which can be 
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adjusted freely. 

When the pulling force reaches the preset value, the fishing line will automatically release. 

Fishing machine can be used with bait dragger 

To carry out different fishing methods such as lure trolling. 

 

GL1 

Braces 
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Battery Safety Guidelines 

Warning: Improper use, charging or storage of batteries may cause fire or property rights and 

personal injury. be sure 

Follow the safety guidelines below to use the battery. 

Usage: 

⚫ Never allow the battery to come into contact with any liquid. Do not immerse the battery in 

water or get it wet. Do not use in the rain or humid environment 

⚫ Use batteries. After the battery is exposed to water, a decomposition reaction may occur, 

which may cause the battery to ignite spontaneously, or even cause an explosion. 

⚫ It is strictly forbidden to use batteries that are not officially provided by Swellpro. If you 

need to replace it, please go to Swellpro's official website for relevant purchase information. 

Because of 

⚫ Swellpro is not responsible for battery accidents or flight failures caused by batteries not 

officially provided by Swellpro. 

⚫ It is strictly forbidden to use swollen, leaking, or damaged batteries. If the above situation 

occurs, please contact Swellpro or the designated agent Quotient for further processing. 

● The battery should be used before the ambient temperature is -10°C to 40°C. Too high 

temperature (above 50°C) will cause the battery to catch fire. 

It even exploded. If the temperature is too low (below -10°C), the battery life will be severely 

damaged. 

● It is forbidden to disassemble or puncture the battery with sharp objects in any way. 

Otherwise, it will cause the battery to catch fire or even explode. 

● The liquid inside the battery is highly corrosive. If it leaks, please stay away. If the internal 

liquid splashes on human skin or glasses, please immediately 

Rinse with water for 15 minutes and seek medical attention immediately. 

● If the battery accidentally falls into the water, please immediately place the battery in a safe 

open area, away from the battery until it is completely dry. Dried 

The battery must not be used again, and should be properly disposed of in accordance with the 

disposal methods in this article. 

● If the battery catches fire, please use solid fire extinguishing equipment. It is recommended 

to use fire extinguishing equipment: sand, fire blanket, dry powder, dioxideCarbon fire 

extinguisher. 

 

● Do not place the battery in a microwave oven or under excessive pressure. 

● Do not place the battery cells on a conductive surface. 
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● It is forbidden to use wires or other metal objects to short-circuit the positive and negative 

poles of the battery. 

● Do not hit the battery. Do not place heavy objects on the battery or charger. 

● If the battery connector is dirty, use a dry cloth to clean it. Otherwise it will cause poor 

contact, causing energy loss or failure to charge. 

 

Precautions for low temperature use: 

1. When the battery is used in a low temperature environment (-10C°~5C°), the flight time may 

be drastically reduced due to the sudden decrease in battery capacity. 

It is recommended to take off when the battery is fully charged. Please fully charge and keep the 

battery warm before use. 

2. In a low temperature environment, it is recommended to stop the flight immediately when the 

low pressure alarm is triggered. 
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Do not continue to fly forcibly after the aircraft triggers the low-voltage alarm to avoid 

over-discharge of the battery and damage to the battery cells. 

Method to resume use. Damage to the battery caused by such operations is not covered by the 

warranty. 

 2. Charging 

● The aircraft battery and the remote control battery must be charged with a special charger 

provided by Swellpro. For the use of non 

Swellpro will not be responsible for all consequences caused by the charger provided by 

Swellpro. 

● When charging, please place the battery and charger on cement or other non-flammable 

ground, and there are no flammable or combustible materials around. 

● There must be someone on duty when charging, and keep an eye on the charging process to 

prevent accidents. 

● It is forbidden to charge the battery immediately after the aircraft has finished flying. At this 

time, the battery is in a high temperature state, and forced charging will affect the battery life. 

Life causing serious damage. It is recommended to charge the battery after the temperature 

drops to room temperature. Ideal charging environment temperature (4°C-40°C) 

● Please disconnect the charger and battery after charging. Regularly check and maintain the 

charger, often check the appearance of the battery, etc. 

part. Do not use alcohol or other flammable solvents to clean the charger. Never use a damaged 

charger. 

 

3. Storage and delivery 

● Please store the battery out of reach of children. 

● It is forbidden to place the battery near a heat source, such as in a car, fire source or heating 

furnace under direct sunlight or hot weather. Ideal battery retention 

Temperature is 22°C-28°C 

● The battery storage environment should be ventilated and dry. Do not put the battery in 

water or where it may leak. 
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● It is forbidden to mechanically hit, crush, or puncture the battery, and it is forbidden to drop 

the battery or artificially short-circuit it. 

● It is forbidden to store or transport the battery with eyes, watches, metal necklaces, hairpins 

or other metal conductive objects. 

● Never transport damaged batteries. Once the battery needs to be transported, be sure to 

discharge the battery to about 50% (flight battery 

Voltage around 15.8V). 

● If you don't use it for more than 10 days, please save the battery power at about 50%. 

 

4. Maintenance 

● Do not use the charger in an environment where the temperature is too high or too low. 

● Do not store the battery in an environment where the room temperature exceeds 60°C. 

●If you do not plan to use the drone in the next few days, please discharge the battery to less 

than 50%. 

● If you do not use it for a long time, please recharge and discharge it every 3 months or so to 

keep the battery active. 

● It is forbidden to store the battery for a long time after it is completely discharged, so as to 

avoid over-discharge of the battery, which may damage the battery cell and make it impossible to 

resume use. 

●Do not charge the battery immediately after flying, because the battery temperature may be 

too high. 
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5. Disposal 

● The battery must be completely discharged before placing it in the designated battery 

recycling bin. 

● The battery is a dangerous chemical, so it is strictly prohibited to dispose of it in the ordinary 

trash can. For details, please follow the local battery recycling and disposal laws regulations. 

 

Safe operation guidelines and disclaimer 

Safe operation guidelines 

1. Flight conditions and environment 

● Fly in an open field or water away from crowds. 

● Flying in areas below 4000 meters above sea level. 

● Flying in an environment of 0-40C° 

● Fly in a legal area, see Article 5 for details. 

 

2. Check 

● Ensure that the power of each device is sufficient. 

● Ensure that the propeller is not damaged and installed firmly. 

● Make sure that the aircraft motor rotates smoothly, and manually rotate it to check if it can 

rotate smoothly. 

● Make sure that the GPS top cover is installed in the correct direction, and the locking bolts 

are sealed. 
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● Ensure that the machine body is not damaged and sealed completely, and the top breathable 

membrane is not damaged. 

● Please keep the sealing parts of the body and the top cover clean and free of dust, sand or 

other impurities that affect the sealing performance. 

● Please ensure that the seal ring is clean and there is no defect or breakage. If necessary, light 

lubricating oil can be applied to the sealing ring 

(Vaseline or silicone oil) 

● When the drone is flying in the water, and when going ashore to replace the battery or 

disconnect the power supply, please dry the GPS cover and surrounding water droplets first. 

avoid 

Avoid opening the GPS cover, dripping into the engine room and causing product damage 

 

3. Operation 

● Fly within the line of sight, and operate the aircraft carefully to fly beyond the line of sight. 

● When flying, the motor will be locked by pushing the stick downwards, which will cause the 

aircraft to fall. Locking the motor in the air can only be used in emergency situations. 

● Please return home as soon as possible when the battery is low. 

● Loss of the remote control signal triggers automatic return to home or activates one-key 

return to home. If you see an obstacle during the return to home 

Control signal; you can switch the mode switch once to manually control the aircraft to return 

home. 

● During flight, if the aircraft falls to the ground or hangs on a tree, roof or other obstacles 

caused by an emergency, it needs to be locked immediately 

The motor prevents further damage. 
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● After landing, please turn off the power of the aircraft first, and then turn off the remote 

controller. Avoid turning off the remote control first, causing loss of remote control signal, start 

Return home automatically. 

● Keep away from propellers and motors that are working and rotating. 

● When taking off and landing on the surface of the water, please slow down and operate 

slowly to avoid damage to the equipment due to the huge impact force when it comes into 

contact with the water surface at high speed. 

● Do not operate the aircraft to directly fall from a high altitude or crash into the water, as this 

will cause major damage to the drone. 

● Do not expose to the sun. If the temperature of the aircraft is too high, please place the 

aircraft and battery in a cool place to completely cool down before using it. 

use. 

● During the flight in GPS mode, if the flight is out of control or the flight control response is 

abnormal (signal command delay, sudden appearance when hovering) 

Circle or other irregular flight), please follow the steps below as soon as possible: 

Please switch back to ATTI Attitude Mode for the first time and manually control the flight to land 

within the line of sight, turn off the power of the aircraft, and then turn off the remote control 

controller. 
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The possible reasons are: 

1. During the flight, the UAV GPS signal is unstable or interfered. 

2. The drone calibration (compass and/accelerometer) is not in place. 

3. The battery power cord is not placed behind the battery after it is connected. 

Try the solution: 

1. Please re-calibrate the aircraft (calibration of compass and accelerometer) according to the 

instructions, and check whether there is any abnormality in GPS mode after takeoff. 

eliminate. 

2. If the abnormal phenomenon still exists, please re-calibrate the aircraft in an area 5 kilometers 

away and perform take-off test. 

3. If the abnormal phenomenon still cannot be eliminated, please contact Sweipu for inspection 

and maintenance as soon as possible. 

 

4. Maintenance 

● Please carefully check and replace deformed or damaged propellers before each flight. 

● If the aircraft is in contact with corrosive liquids such as sea water, please do so within 2 hours 

after completing the flight mission (it is recommended that the sea water is not dried before 

crystals are formed). 

Wash, if crystals have formed, thoroughly clean the crystals.) Rinse the aircraft with clean fresh 

water as soon as possible, especially the motors and clouds. 

The gap of the platform. 

● If you do not use it for a long time, please store the batteries of the aircraft and remote 

control in a dry and ventilated environment with a suitable temperature of 20C°-28C°. 

● Please refer to "Guidelines for Safe Use of Batteries" for battery maintenance 

● Breathable membrane maintenance: When the aircraft is hovering with good GPS signal, 

when the aircraft is found to be drifting up and down, it is likely to be waterproof and breathable 

If the membrane is clogged, there is no way to breathe. You can check and replace the breathable 

membrane yourself. (Replacement method Pull out the protective cover of the breathable 

membrane forcefully 

, Then remove the old breathable membrane, remove the glue on the surface, paste the new 

breathable membrane, and finally buckle the protective cover of the breathable membrane) 

● Breathable membrane maintenance: It is recommended to replace the breathable membrane 

every 2 months if it is used in an environment with corrosive liquids such as sand or sea water for 

a long time. 

5. Fly safely 

● The user should ensure that he has a sufficient degree of understanding of the aircraft and 

knows all emergency return measures. 

● Before each flight, the user should prepare a flight plan. Do not manipulate this product 

recklessly. 

● Please follow local laws and regulations and prohibit flying in no-fly areas. 

● It is forbidden to use this product for any illegal and improper behavior. 

● It is forbidden to use this product for any behavior that violates the privacy of others (make 

sure that the user knows and understands before using the aircraft’s camera) 

Understand local privacy laws and regulations). 
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● It is forbidden to use this product to infringe the rights of others. 

● It is forbidden to fly around strong magnetic fields (such as radio transmission towers, 

high-voltage lines, substations, radars, and large pieces of magnetic metal) 

● It is forbidden to operate the aircraft while drunk or under the influence of drugs. 

● It is forbidden to fly when the remote control cannot control the aircraft normally. 

● It is forbidden to fly in crowded places. 

 

Common flight restriction scenarios 

airport/ crowd 

 

Common threats to flight safety scenarios  

Radio tower/Radar/ High-voltage cable/Tree/Building 

 

Disclaimer and warning 

This product is not a toy and is not suitable for people under 18 years of age. Keep children away 

from fishing drones, when there are children 

Please be especially careful when operating the scenes that appear. 

Be sure to read this document carefully before using the product to understand your legal rights, 

responsibilities and safety instructions; otherwise, you may bring property 

Losses, safety accidents and personal safety hazards. Once you use this product, it is deemed that 

you have understood, recognized and accepted all the terms of this statement. 

Paragraph and content. The user promises to be responsible for his actions and all consequences 

arising therefrom. The user promises to use it only for legitimate purposes 

This product, and agree to the terms and relevant policies and guidelines that may be designated 

by swellpro. Within the maximum scope permitted by law 

, In the case of approval, Sweipu will not make any indirect, consequential, punitive, special or 

criminal damage, including damage caused by you 

Responsible for losses suffered by purchasing, using or not being able to use this product. 
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Swellpro does not accept personal injury or property damage caused by improper use of the 

following 

● Operate the aircraft while drunk or under the influence of drugs 

● Failure to follow the operation manual to assemble or operate 

● Use the aircraft without watching the instructional video and reading the operation manual 

● Failure to calibrate the aircraft successfully according to the operation manual 

● Use third-party parts that are not authorized by Sweip or counterfeit Sweip's accessories 

● Flying beyond the line of sight (over 200 meters) 

● Flying in areas with magnetic field interference or radio interference 

● Fly in the no-fly zone specified by local laws or regulations 

● Explosion, crash, loss of control, and water ingress caused by unauthorized modification and 

disassembly 

● Use damaged or aging parts 

● Continue flying after low voltage alarm 

● Contact with corrosive liquids such as sea water, and rinse in time without clean fresh water 
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● Due to irresistible forces such as: accidental collision, fire, explosion, flood, tsunami, ground 

subsidence, ice subsidence, avalanche, 

Debris flow, landslide, earthquake, etc. 

● Deliberately falling into the water at high altitude, the strong impact force causes damage to 

the host or gimbal 

● Deliberately falling to the ground at a high altitude, the strong impact force causes damage to 

the chassis caused by water ingress or damage to the gimbal 

● Other damages not within the scope of Sweipu’s liability 

 

 

 

 

Version Information 

Swellpro products are continuously improving and upgrading. Therefore, the latest manual may 

contain different information from the equipment you purchased, but we will 

Continuously improve and add content. 

version 

1.0 Instructions for use of fishing machine 

 


